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By Ashley T. Sharp Please note: The review below
is a brief review only. The full review of this

product will be posted at audioholics.com soon. As
busy as I am, and I mean BUSY, I always keep a

copy of my test CD player on hand. It is critical for
me to play the tune BEFORE I record anything onto

tape. This CD player is simple - it is just a pair of
headphones hooked up to a pair of speakers. It
might seem like a simple point, but believe me -

this is one of the most important steps. If you play
what you record, you will often find that the

performance has been compromised. Often times,
in my case, the sound of the recording itself is so
good, that the performance of the audio recording

is the weak link. The secret to performance is
UNPARALLELED EQ and a microphone that

converts the sound of music into a digital form.
Even if you EQ correctly, if the playback sounds

terrible, chances are your recording won't either.
The WOW2 is designed to solve these problems - if
you own a CD player, it's something you need. The

WOW2 is intended to solve the problem of the
narrow sound range of the CD player. Comparing

the WOW2 with CD players is like comparing
apples to Oranges. A WOW2 is not a CD player. It
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is a processor of digital signals. As a processor, it
performs a wide range of functions - all at once,

while listening to the original CD audio signal, the
overall result is: a playback system with a wide

sound range. How exactly does the WOW2 work? If
you can answer that question, then you also know

how to get a handle on the WOW2. First a little
background is necessary - the basic principle

behind digital audio processing is the same as that
of digital photography. First, a video camera

captures and stores images in a digital format,
then a computer transforms the digital images into

a video format for play back. Likewise, a digital
audio recording system processes digital audio

files and converts them to a digital audio format.
The WOW2 performs the same function for audio,
as other digital audio processors do for music and
images. No matter what you call the WOW2, it is a
processor. Unlike a conventional CD player, which
works like this: you turn the CD player on and turn
the system on. The cd player looks at the CD and

determines how the sound is spaced. Then
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